
TITLE: DECODING THE SECRETS OF MODERN MASTERPIECES - ARH 476

LANGUAGE: English
TOTAL HOURS: 45 hours
CREDITS:  3 credits
SIS code: ARH 476
This course will appear on a Jacksonville Transcript as: ARH 476 Special Topics: Decoding the Secrets of
Modern Masterpieces

DESCRIPTION

Taking as examples the great masterworks of European modern painting, this course aims to examine the
various methodologies used for the analysis of art history. Students will start by learning the
predominantly literary approaches based on the Renaissance tradition of art historical scholarship, such as
the biographical, the iconographical and the formalist readings. Then, they will proceed to consider the
more critical approaches used by the New Art History that emerged in the late 1970s, which embrace
elements of Marxism, deconstruction and semiotics. Making sense of the complexity of the meaning of a
broad selection of European painting masterpieces students will learn to appreciate the artworks that they
experience in the great collections of art in their journeys around Europe and Spain making their cultural
experience more rounded.

COURSE OBJECTIVES

● Enhance visual literacy in order to decode and interpret visual messages and have a
meaningful appreciation of art

● Interpret images as a texts that reveal the artist’s life experiences and personality
● Analyze the aesthetic value of paintings examining the formal choices made by artists to create

certain visual experiences
● Interpret the cultural significance of paintings considering their relationship with the wider

socio-historical context
● Evaluate art as a mediated activity assessing the influence of the socio-economic conditions

and the ideological interests of its production
● Assess the paintings assumptions regarding gender and race and reveal the underlying power

asymmetries

METHODOLOGY

The course will consist of lectures, readings, group discussions and activities, student presentations, and
field studies around the city



EVALUATION

The final grade consists of five different parts. The breakdown of grades is made up as follows:

20% Class participation
20% Quizzes
20% Final project
20% Midterm exam
20% Final exam

Quizzes (20%):
There will be four quizzes (5% each) scheduled since the beginning of the course. The quizzes will be
multiple-choice questionnaires that will test students on the main ideas and themes studied in the course.
These quizzes will assess the knowledge gained and demonstrate the comprehension of the main ideas
learned during the course

Class participation (20%):
This grade will reflect the active participation of students in class debates and discussions, their ability to
use effectively the specific art vocabulary and introduce meaningful ideas. Active class participation
includes coming to class prepared, having read the material for that session, answering questions from the
professor, asking questions and engaging in group activities and making insightful reflections. Students will
be encouraged to express their opinions and will be expected to have a good attitude towards the
instructor and classmates, give full attention to the lectures and class activities and be punctual. Class and
field studies attendance is mandatory; poor attendance will affect the final grade of the student as well as
the everyday participation grade

Final project (10% term paper, 10% class presentation)
The final project consists of both a research paper and an oral presentation. Working in pairs or groups of
three students will curate their ideal exhibition. They will choose a theme for the exhibition and search for
paintings that illustrate it (3 paintings each student). Then they will submit the proposal to the instructor
who will give feedback. Next students will write an essay (1,500 words each student) analyzing in detail
these artworks using the methodologies of analysis learnt during the course. Students are expected to
demonstrate original and critical thinking as well as analytical reflection from scholarly research cited
properly. The assignment will end with a class presentation of the paintings analyzed as if it was a guided
visit to an art exhibition

Midterm & Final Exams (20% + 20%)
The exams will aim to test your full comprehension of facts and ideas discussed in class and the ability to
argue your opinions based on class material. Both the midterm and the final exams will contain short
questions and essay questions based on images of artworks analyzed in-depth in class

The guidelines for exams are as follows:

● Directly copying another’s work without citing sources
● Any student found cheating will automatically fail this examination. Additional sanctions may

be imposed.
● Talking or communicating with other students during the examination is forbidden.
● Desks must be cleared of all books, notes and papers. All unauthorized materials must be put

away and remain out of sight throughout the examination.
● All telephones and electronic devices must be turned completely off during the exam.



● Students arriving later than 15 minutes will not be allowed into the classroom to take the
examination, subject to the decision of the instructor.

● At the end of the examination students will remain seated until their papers are collected. No
one may leave the room until excused.

● Should assistance be required, students will attract the attention of the instructor.
● Failure to follow these rules will automatically lead to failure of this examination.  

FIELD STUDIES
Each course will include a minimum of 2 field studies. These field studies will be directly related to the
course work, and may include visits to monuments, companies, government buildings, or museums.

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY

SIS programs foster critical thinking and intellectual development of its students. In doing so, SIS requires
that students introduce their original thoughts, opinions, and ideas in all of their assignments with the
support of cited sources. Any violations of academic integrity- such as cheating, plagiarism, self-plagiarism,
academic misconduct, fabrication, misuse or misrepresentation of research, and noncompliance may
result in an automatic F or immediate dismissal from the program if the student falls below the minimum
number of credits required for the term; 12 credits during the semester, or 3 hours during the summer.

Cheating: any action that violates the rules and guidelines given by the instructor for submitting
assignments or exams.

Plagiarism: any action that presents the ideas, opinions, research, etc. of another as your own.
● Directly copying another’s work without citing sources
● Submitting another person’s work into your own without properly citing the source(s) used.
● Paraphrasing another person’s work without providing appropriate citations

Self-plagiarism: submitting a piece of one’s own work to receive credit for multiple assignments in one or
more class.

Academic Misconduct: any act that impedes or threatens the open exchange, expression, or flow of
information or fair evaluation of students. This includes intimidation and complicity in any acts or attempts
to interfere with the ethical and fair submission and evaluation of student work.

Fabrication: providing inaccurate or false information, including research findings, quotes, and cited
sources, etc.

Non-compliance: failure to comply with the values, objectives, and procedures contained in this policy.

As SIS is accredited by Jacksonville University, students are held accountable to JU's Academic Integrity and
Code of Conduct. You are expected to read and understand the JU terms and regulations of Academic
Misconduct.
(https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PyZmN0EAH1o4bKVZdzxVyKw-wdiwXewx/view)

ATTENDANCE POLICY

Semester: Students are allowed THREE absences throughout the semester without penalty. Starting with
the fourth absence, the student’s FINAL GRADE will be lowered by a fraction of a letter (1/3 of a letter

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PyZmN0EAH1o4bKVZdzxVyKw-wdiwXewx/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PyZmN0EAH1o4bKVZdzxVyKw-wdiwXewx/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PyZmN0EAH1o4bKVZdzxVyKw-wdiwXewx/view


grade). For example, if a student has 4 absences and a final grade of B+, the grade will be lowered to a B, if
5 absences the grade is lowered to B-.

Summer: Students are allowed TWO absences throughout the summer without penalty. Starting with the
third absence, the student’s FINAL GRADE will be lowered by a fraction of a letter (1/3 of a letter grade).
For example, if a student has 4 absences and a final grade of B+, the grade will be lowered to a B, if 5
absences the grade is lowered to B-.
*January Term students are allowed TWO absences as well.

There are NO excused absences. If a student misses class because s/he is sick, that counts as one of the
allowed absences. No excused absences and no excuses.

Quizzes, exams and participation points that are missed because of an absence cannot be recuperated.

Students that arrive late 5 minutes or more will receive a 0 for participation for the day.

COURSE CONTENT

Date Content / Class Activity Students assignment

1

Course Introduction

Explanation of the syllabus. Definition of the
subject studied

2 Introduction to the analysis of Painting

Different ways of seeing

3
Biographical Approach I

La Vita by Giorgio Vasari & the New
Biography

4

Biographical Approach II

Artemisia Gentileschi, Berthe Morisot,
Vincent Van Gogh, Edvard Munch, Otto Dix
& Ernst Ludwig Kirchner

5 FIELD STUDY #1

Visit to the Picasso Museum

6
Iconographical Approach I

The Warburg Institute & Panofsky

Arnolfini and His Wife

7



Iconographical Approach II

The origins of the Academy of Art & the
Hierarchy of genres

8 Formalist Approach I

Elements of Visual Design

9
Formalist Approach II

Principles of Composition

10 FIELD STUDY #2

Visit to the MNAC

11 MIDTERM EXAM

12
Final Project Assignments

13

Marxist Approach I

Traditional role of the artists

14

Marxist Approach II

Modernity. Haussman’s Paris and
Impressionists and Postimpressionists

15 Feminist Approach I

Female agency

16
Feminist Approach II

Stereotypes
Objectification or empowerment



17
Psychoanalytical Approach I

Freudian theories

18
Psychoanalytical Approach II

Surrealists paintings

19
FIELD STUDY #3

Visit to the Fundació Miró

20
FINAL PROJECTS & ORAL PRESENTATIONS

21 FINAL PROJECTS & ORAL PRESENTATIONS

22 FINAL EXAM
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